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Self-organization of the structure is one of the most promising ways to develop new materials 

with high physical properties. The phase field crystal method (PFC) appeared as the most preferred 

choice for studying these phenomena on mesoscale and can be supplementary to molecular dynamics 

(MD) and the Monte Carlo method (MC), taking into account the limitations of MD and MC 

computationally in a very effective way. In last years, the phase field crystal equations have also been 

improved [1,2], to take into account the effects of atomic scale: a characteristic of a polyatomic system 

has been introduced in terms of quasiparticles (phratons); A new simple form of phenomenological 

model potentials describing the direction, length and strength of the atom-atom bond is proposed, and 

the kinetic equations of the atomic density field theory (ADF) are used, describing diffusion on the 

atomic scale [3]. In our work, we use PFC to simulate the dynamics of self-assembly of a two-

dimensional borophene structure. Borophene (two-dimensional sheet boron) - 2D new type of 

material which is grown on single crystal substrates in ultrahigh vacuum conditions [4] and, 

depending on the growth conditions, may have some modifications [5]. In this work, we studied the 

Pmmn2 modification of borophene, which in the structure of atomic clusters is similar to graphene 

layers with an additional atom in the center of the hexagon. 

To simulate the borophene growth stages by the PFC method, the atomic distribution function 

was obtained: 
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where a – lattice parameter of borophene. 

Interatomic interaction potential has the following form: 

𝑉(𝑘𝑥, 𝑘𝑦) = 4𝑐𝑜𝑠 (
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where kx, ky – reciprocal lattice vectors. 

Borophene structure modeled by the PFC. The initial 

structure is marked in white, the grown borophene 2D 

sheet is green in green. 

 

In Fig. white color indicates the initial atoms; 

green — the final structure of borophene, which is 

obtained by redistributing the density of phratons into 

one layer with a gradual increase in the density and 

diameter of boron atoms.  

Modeling a borophene 2D structure using the 

PFC method allows us to mark the growth dynamics 

of this material. 
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